


The UW SMART Center and Northwest MHTTC 
acknowledge that we learn, live, and work on 
the ancestral lands of the Coast Salish people who 
walked here before us, and those who 
still walk here. 

We are grateful to aim to respectfully live and work 
on these lands with the Coast Salish and Native 
people who call this home.

We also want to acknowledge and honor the 
tradition land of the Confederated Tribes of the 
Colville Reservation, the Cayuse, Palouse, Umatilla, 
Walla Walla and Yakama Peoples that we are 
on today. 

LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 



Brought to you by:

Northwest Mental Health Technology Transfer Center 
Network (NWMHTTC)

University of Washington School Mental Health 
Assessment Research & Training Center 
(UW SMART CENTER) 



• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need to end 
the presentation unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration information.

Thank You for Joining us for Session 2: 2024 Speaker Series
A FEW REMINDERS ABOUT TODAY’S SESSION…

• All attendees are muted, and videos are turned off.

• Have a question for the presenter?   Use the Q&A feature. 

• Need technical help?   Use the chat to message panelists. 

• We will leave a few minutes at the end to make sure you have all the links and 
resources you need and to allow time for an evaluation. 

• Certificates of attendance and Washington in-service forms will be provided after 
you complete the evaluation. 



Thank You for Joining us for Session 2: 2024 Speaker Series
A FEW REMINDERS ABOUT TODAY’S SESSION…

PLEASE NOTE: 

The recording and slide deck will be posted on our event page 
as soon as possible.

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/northwest-mhttc/smart-center-2023-virtual-speaker-series-equity-centered-mtss-and


GOALS OF MHTTC NETWORK:

§ ACCELERATE
Adoption and implementation of evidence-
based practices and use implementation
science to inform training and TA strategies

§ HEIGHTEN
Awareness, knowledge, and skills of 
the workforce

§ FOSTER
Regional and national alliances

§ ENSURE
Availability and delivery of publicly available, 
free of charge, training and technical 
assistance

NATIONAL MHTTC NETWORK

VISIT THE MHTTC WEBSITE
https://mhttcnetwork.org/

https://mhttcnetwork.org/


ABOUT NORTHWEST MHTTC

A national leader in developing and supporting 
implementation of evidence-based practices (EBPs) 
in schools, including prevention, early intervention, 
and intensive supports.

• Research & Evaluation 
• Training and Technical Assistance
• Community Partnering and Outreach 

ABOUT THE UW SMART CENTER

The Northwest MHTTC partners with the University 
of Washington School Mental Health Assessment, 
Research and Training (SMART) Center, a national 
leader in developing and supporting 
implementation of evidence-based practices in 
schools, including prevention, early intervention 
and intensive supports.

• Building a Multi-Tiered System of Supports 
• Training the Workforce
• Advancing the Research Base





WELCOMING 
INCLUSION 
ROUTINE
è Safety & Predictability

è Contribution of ALL Voices

è Norms for Respectful Listening

è Create a Sense of Belonging



RATE YOUR CURRENT SCREENING PRACTICE

NEW! Here to learn 
about universal 

screening

We use existing data (ODRs, attendance, 
grades, etc.) to identify students in need, 

but no formal screener is used.

Starting to gather information and plan 
to implement a formal universal 

screener in the next 1-2 years.

Started implementing a formal 
universal screener this school year.

Have been using a formal 
universal screener for 2+ 
years.



YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
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WHAT DO WE KNOW?
• COVID-19 added to the pre-existing 

challenges that our youth faced

• Mental health is SHAPED BY MANY 
FACTORS

• We have the ability to 
promote positive mental 
health and MITIGATE 
NEGATIVE OUTCOMES

àSOCIETY (economic inequalities, 
discrimination, racism, media/technology)

àENVIRONMENT (safety, food, housing, 
health care)

àCOMMUNITY (relationships with 
peers/teachers/mentors, school climate, 
academic rigor)

àFAMILY (relationships with caregivers, 
family mental health)

àINDIVIDUAL (genetics, race, gender, 
coping skills)



èThere is an 11-YEAR GAP between onset and treatment of mental health 
disorders (Wang et.al., 2004)

èYouth are more likely to access MH services from schools than any other 
settings (Duong et al., 2020)

èSchool mental health is associated with positive mental health 
outcomes and decreasing mental health problems through targeted services 
(Sanchez et.al., 2017)

èResearch shows that school mental health services can close gaps in 
access for underserved and marginalized populations (Lyon et al., 2013)

THE CASE FOR SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH
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SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH IN WASHINGTON

 Authorizing State 
 Legislation for recognition,
 screening and response to
 emotional or behavioral
 distress

2014
The office of the superintendent of public instruction's school safety center, 
established in RCW 28A.300.630, shall develop a model school district 
plan for recognition, initial screening, and response to emotional or 
behavioral distress in students, including but not limited to indicators 
of possible substance abuse, violence, and youth suicide.

The model plan must incorporate research-based best practices, 
including practices and protocols used in schools and school districts 
in other states. 

The model plan must be posted by February 1, 2014, on the school safety 
center website, along with relevant resources and information to support 
school districts in developing and implementing the plan required under 
RCW 28A.320.127.

http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=28A.300.630
http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=28A.320.127


SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH IN WASHINGTON

 Authorizing State 
 Legislation for recognition,
 screening and response to
 emotional or behavioral
 distress

2014

 State Legislation for
 Model District Plan

  RCW 28A.320.1271

2014

K-12 Behavioral 
Health Audit & 
Findings and Recs for 
SEBMH Screening

2021



FINDINGS | BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AUDIT

Universal screening is 
the basic foundation for 
behavioral health systems, 
because screening identifies 
needs and early symptoms 
before they become disruptive 
to the students' life and harder 
to treat.

McCarthy, P., Frank, S., Cortines, C., Fleming, T., Cato, C., Clark, B., Patino, N., Cooper, K. (2021). 
K-12 Student Behavioral Health in Washington: Opportunities to improve access to needed 
supports and services. Office of the Washington State Auditor.



FINDINGS

The state's approach to 
student behavioral health is 
FRAGMENTED AND LACKS 
SUFFICIENT RESOURCES

Behavioral health supports and 
services available to students 

DEPEND ON WHAT SCHOOLS ARE ABLE 
TO PROVIDE AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

McCarthy, P., Frank, S., Cortines, C., Fleming, T., Cato, C., Clark, B., Patino, N., Cooper, K. (2021). K-12 
Student Behavioral Health in Washington: Opportunities to improve access to needed supports and 
services. Office of the Washington State Auditor.



SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH IN WASHINGTON

 Authorizing State 
 Legislation for recognition,
 screening and response to
 emotional or behavioral
 distress
 (RCW 28A.320.127)

2014

K-12 Behavioral 
Health Audit & 
Findings and Recs for 
SEBMH Screening

2021

 State Legislation for
 Model District Plan

  RCW 28A.320.1271

2014

OSPI Model District 
Template for Installing 
Universal SEBMH
Screening

2022



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OSPI

• Revise its district plan template to more closely 
follow state requirements. 

• To achieve this, it should address a broader 
understanding of “emotional or behavioral 
distress” beyond suicidality. 

• OSPI should then communicate the change to 
school districts.



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OSPI
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Systematic screening is a proactive procedure for detecting students who may 
require supports beyond primary (tier 1) prevention efforts at the earliest signs of 
concern. Systematic screening involves several key features (Lane & Walker, 2015):

• Universal: all students attending a school are screened

• Repeated: fall, winter, and spring each year

• Proactive: used to examine overall level of students’ performance (e.g., internalizing 
and externalizing behaviors; by district, school, grade, and class levels) and inform 
decisions about appropriate supports for students with relevant secondary (Tier 2) 
and tertiary (Tier 3) needs

• Psychometrically sound: reliable and valid for the intended population

Lane, K.L., Powers, L., Oakes, W.P., Buckman, M.M., Sherod, R., & Lane, K.S. (April 2020). Universal 
Screening – Systematic Screening to Shape Instruction: Lessons Learned & Practicalities. Eugene, OR: 
Center on PBIS, University of Oregon. Retrieved from www.pbis.org.

WHAT IS UNIVERSAL SCREENING? 



• Enhance comprehensive continuums of support

• Identify students’ strengths and needs

• Improve access to and benefit from mental health services

• Make economically sound decisions

• Prevention and early intervention

• …It’s required by Washington state law.

WHY SCREEN?



IT'S PART OF OUR COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM!
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Primary PREVENTION (ALL)
School
Classroom
ALL Staff
ALL Students
ALL Settings

Secondary PREVENTION (Groups)
Specialized/Targeted Group(s)
Systems for Students with At-Risk Behavior

Tertiary PREVENTION  (Individuals)
Specialized
Individualized
Systems for students whom are high-risk

Tiers are NOT 
classifications of students, 

but rather the service 
delivery of supports!



WHAT CAN 
WE LEARN 
FROM A 
UNIVERSAL 
SCREENER?

To what extent is 
our Tier 1 supporting 
all students?
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WHAT DO 
WE SCREEN 
FOR?

Universal screening allows for the early identification of 
students who may need additional behavior support, 
including those exhibiting both EXTERNALIZING & 
INTERNALIZING patterns of problem behavior (Eklund et 
al., 2017; Kilgus & Eklund, 2016; Oakes et al., 2016).

Internalizing & Externalizing are a broad classification 
of children’s behaviors and disorders based on their 
reactions to stressors.

Externalizing behaviors and disorders are characterized 
primarily by actions in the external world, such as acting 
out, antisocial behavior, hostility, and aggression.
Internalizing behaviors and disorders are characterized 
primarily by processes within the self, such as 
anxiety, somatization, and depression.

-APA Dictionary of Psychology



MENTAL HEALTH CONTINUUM

Example Intervention Targets for Promoting Complete Mental Health; 
Adapted from Suldo & Romer, 2016.



THE ABSENCE OF SEB 
PROBLEMS DOES 
NOT INFER:

• Wellness

• The presence of positive emotional states 
(e.G., Happiness)

• ...meaning it's not synonymous with 
complete mental health.

• Screening for Risk Factors is important, 
but it's not the only thing we should be 
screening for because it only gives 
us the ability to identify students when 
a symptom has already occurred.

Suldo & Romer, 2016; Keyes, 2009
 



• PRESENCE OF WELL-BEING 
= INCREASED OUTCOMES:
• Academic attitudes

• Perceptions of overall physical health

• Social support and satisfaction 
with relationships

• Identity development

Suldo & Romer, 2016. 



MENTAL HEALTH CONTINUUM CONCLUSIONS

Example Intervention Targets for Promoting Complete Mental Health; 
Adapted from Suldo & Romer, 2016. 

• Screening for Risk Factors alone 
gives us a limited understanding of 
mental health (Greenspoon & 
Saklofske, 2001; Keyes, 2009). 

• Dual-factor model can help us 
detect students who may need 
SEB supports but can also help 
us detect students before need 
of an intervention (Keyes, 2009). 



WHO 
COMPLETES 
THE 
SCREENER?



Systematic screening is a proactive procedure for detecting students who 
may require supports beyond primary (Tier 1) prevention efforts at the 
earliest signs of concern. Systematic screening involves several key 
features (Lane & Walker, 2015):

• Universal: ALL STUDENTS attending a school are screened

• Repeated: fall, winter, and spring each year

• Proactive: used to examine overall level of students’ performance (e.g., 
internalizing and externalizing behaviors; by district, school, grade, and 
class levels) and inform decisions about appropriate supports for 
students with relevant secondary (Tier 2) and tertiary (Tier 3) needs

• Psychometrically sound: reliable and valid for the intended 
population

Lane, K.L., Powers, L., Oakes, W.P., Buckman, M.M., Sherod, R., & Lane, K.S. (April 2020). Universal 
Screening – Systematic Screening to Shape Instruction: Lessons Learned & Practicalities. Eugene, OR: 
Center on PBIS, University of Oregon. Retrieved from www.pbis.org.

KEY FEATURES



INCREASES THE LIKELIHOOD OF 
PROMOTING POSITIVE OUTCOMES

INCREASES THE LIKELIHOOD OF 
HARM/ NEGATIVE IMPACT

CRITICAL FEATURES



INCREASES THE LIKELIHOOD OF 
PROMOTING POSITIVE OUTCOMES

INCREASES THE LIKELIHOOD OF 
HARM/ NEGATIVE IMPACT

Selecting a tool that screens for a specific diagnosis 
(or using for diagnostic purposes)

Assessing for suicide/self-harm by adding 
a single-item

Uses teacher, student, or parent nomination 
in isolation

Supported and informed by youth and family 
(MULTI-INFORMANT)

Monitors the continuum of SEB well-being
(DUAL-FACTOR)

Uses for high-stakes decision-making 
(i.e. referrals, report cards, etc.)

Used to inform continuous problem-solving 
across the continuum of supports 

(e.g., tier 1 system, instructional supports, etc.)

Used to identify student who may benefit 
from early SEB interventions supports

CRITICAL FEATURES







WHY WE SCREEN:

• Concerns around student 
well-being: we are morally 
obligated to intervene earlier

• Define school success with 
multiple metrics: not just 
academic success, mutually 
supportive



THE JOURNEY OF UNIVERSAL SCREENING IN TACOMA

1

Teachers complete 
"WC Snapshot” 

in PerformancePLUS

Schools meet readiness 
criteria in order to 

screen: “don’t screen 
unless you can 

intervene”

2

Extensive screening 
selection process to 
move towards more 

asset-based screening 
& selection of new 

tool

3

New screener build-
out within Tacoma’s 

data warehouse

4

2019 - 2020
Began 

professional 
development 

and phased roll-
out to teams

5

2020 - 2021
Pandemic; transition 
to district-developed 

needs assessment 
for basic needs.

The need to hear 
directly from students.

6

Fall/Winter 2022
Student screener built into district 

data platform (Performance Matters)
3 schools pilot test with students

District workgroup of representative 
stakeholders began to collaborate to

improve systems

7

2023
Fall pause to solve 

tech issues

Test with small 
number of schools

 

2024 - 2025 
Fall/Winter/Spring

8

Spring 2023
Expanding training, 

screening and technical 
support for data use 

at tier 1 and 
advanced tiers.

It is a Continual 
Improvement 

Process!



THE JOURNEY OF UNIVERSAL SCREENING IN TACOMA
Experiences Growth:
• From adult perceptions to student report
• From “identifying students” to assessing tier 1 supports and identify 

needed adjustments to improvement overall wellness
• To gain understanding and consistency across the district

Consistent Throughout Our Journey:

Team Based 
Implementation

Foundation of 
Equity

Continuous 
Improvement

Ongoing 
Professional 

Development 
and Coaching

Integrated into 
Current 
Systems



• Cost

• Scoring and reporting

• Student perspective

• Ability to easily look at alongside other data
o Built into our current systems

OUR CONSIDERATIONS WHEN SELECTING 
A SCREENER:



SYSTEMS & PRACTICES: 
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
AND COLLABORATION

• District workgroup: 
     - Partners from University of Washington, Tacoma
     - School psychologist
     - Counselors
     - Teachers
     - Assessment team
     - DART (data analytics and research team)

• Selection, systems, review data, feedback 

• Support for teams and teachers: facilitation guide, 
follow up activities, videos, tech support

• Learning: equity by design article



Identify the 
focus of screening 

efforts

Adopt a 
comprehensive 
and integrated 

approach

Remember 
language matters

Ensure 
appropriate use

Consider 
contextual 

appropriateness

Understand 
limitations

Leverage 
collaboration

EQUITY BY DESIGN KEY TAKE AWAYS



PREPARING TO SCREEN DISTRICT-WIDE SYSTEMS 
AND PRACTICES:

• District Supports:
• District calendar with windows, and professional learning
• Technical support/coaching
• Communication: examples for staff/families/students, website, videos
• Opt-out form
• Facilitation/proctor guide with follow up activities
• Gather ongoing feedback

• Piloting and schools-opt in
• Intentionally started small to be able to make adjustments
• Each school is in one of the implementation stages

• Professional Development
• Why/awareness, how/build capacity, logistics, data reports, using data,
• Paired with coaching



Clarifying 
the Why

Preparing to Use 
the Universal 

Screener

Logistics and 
Developing your 

School Plan

Using and   
Responding to 
the Snapshot 

Data

Why Video

Why PowerPoint 
Template

Preparing Video

Preparing 
PowerPoint to use 
with your team

Tier 1 and Tier 2 
Intervention 
Inventory
Worksheet

Planning 
Logistics Video

Planning and 
Logistics 
PowerPoint

Team Planning 
Checklist

Data Protocol 
Video

Using Data 
PowerPoint

How to Pull Data 
Reports

Data Protocol and 
Note CatcherD
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UNIVERSAL SCREENING VIDEO SERIES AND RESOURCES



SEL Survey

Has been used for SEL CAP

Measures 
SEL competencies

Strengths based

Inform adult practice/
guide SEL instruction

Universal 
Screening

Used for Tier 1 wellness and 
Tier 2 needs identification

Validated and reliable 
measure

Includes both absence of 
problems and presence of 

skills

Other Data

Discipline

Attendance

Grades

Referrals/Requests for Assistance

Climate Survey

See Whole Child 5 W Document for more.
Resource: Understanding the Differences: SEL Competence Assessment and Social, 
Emotional and Behavioral (SEB) Assessment - FINAL 8/16/21 (wi.gov)

UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENT WHOLE CHILD DATA POINTS:

https://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/imce/sspw/pdf/SEL_Competence_Assessment_and_Social_Emotional_and_Behavioral_SEB_Assessment.pdf
https://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/imce/sspw/pdf/SEL_Competence_Assessment_and_Social_Emotional_and_Behavioral_SEB_Assessment.pdf


Logistics to Screen
School checklist

• Steps for your school to take
• Decisions: when, who, how
• Collaboration
• Communication: Duplicate Opt Out 

Form (email mail point of contact)
• Teacher directions and proctor guide

Reflection and Strengthening 
Current Practices/Systems
1. Inventory of current Tier 1 practices

2. Tier 2 Intervention Inventory

Connection to 3 subscales:

• Social
• Academic Behavior/Engagement
• Emotional

PREPARING TO USE THE UNIVERSAL SCREENER



EXAMINING CURRENT PRACTICES: TIER 1



KEY POINTS:
• Entrance criteria
• Total capacity – 

compare to total 
number expected to 
need tier 2 supports

EXAMINING CURRENT PRACTICES: TIER 2



• Tech support available
• Facilitation PowerPoint for 

teachers to use with 
students includes:

Why We Screen Video

Confidentiality and Consent

Instructions and Navigation Tips

Follow Up Activities (calming and 
energizing)

Opportunity to Provide Feedback

During Screening Windows

SUPPORTS AVAILABLE DURING SCREENING



FOLLOWING SCREENING

• Additional professional development 
and coaching

• Triangulated with other data

• Feedback collecting using forms

• Determine supports for system or 
students



School Wide 
>80%

Grade Levels 
>80%

Classrooms 
>80%

Tier 2 
Interventions

URGENT RESPONSE

DATA PROTOCOL STEP 1: 
Do we need to support the system or the student? 
(Determine the level at which to implement the intervention)



Universal 
Screening

School-Wide Rate of 
concern over 20% (high 
and moderate concern)

System Support
(Tier 1)

Increase fidelity of 
current universal plan

Revise universal plan 
(add/change core 

supports)

School-Wide Base Rate 
less than 20%,

	but	Classroom	Base	Rate	
over 20% concern.

Classroom 
Support 
(Tier 1)

Increase fidelity or 
revise core supports 

in the classroom

School-Wide Base
Rate less than 

&	Classroom	Base	
Rate less than	20%

Individual/Small 
Group Support 

(Tier 2)

DATA PROTOCOL STEP 1: Do we need to support the system or the student? 
(Determine the level at which to implement the intervention)



EQUITY 
DECISION 
PROTOCOL

SYSTEMS & PRACTICES: PAUSE PROTOCOL



Technical Concerns Built into district assessment platform

Trauma Informed Worked to build understanding around SEB universal 
screening vs. screening for trauma

Legal Concerns
Consulted with legal team-type of questions
Voluntary is key- no required questions
Informed passive consent

Overwhelm Use data to determine level of intervention 
(Tier 1 school, grade, or class level)

CHALLENGES/BARRIERS



Ongoing need 
to strengthen 

teams at 
all levels

Balance time 
and usefulness 

of creating 
questions

We can 
always learn 

more

Need to 
consider the 

"Whole Child"

Slow down 
to better 

understand 
needs

KEY LEARNINGS



Go slow to go far – systems change does not happen 
overnight.

Focus on continuous improvement.

Universal screening is best practice – reliable, efficient, 
effective.

We can always intervene – Tier 1 & Tier 2.

KEY TAKE-AWAYS



U
niversity of W

ashington SM
ART Center

Q&A



YOUR FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT

EVAL LINK | https://ttc-gpra.org/P?s=313830

Certificates of attendance and Washington in-service 
forms can be accessed after completing the evaluation. 

https://ttc-gpra.org/P?s=313830






The MHTTC Network has developed online courses currently available through
Healtheknowledge.org

HealtheKnowledge.org offers high-quality, on-demand or instructor-led courses 
that are open to the public. Courses are free for a certificate of completion, 
and yearly membership options are available for purchase to gain access to 
other HealtheKnowledge resources and earn unlimited CE credits.
  

The goals of our free online courses are to:

• Expedite the adoption and implementation of evidence-based practices 
   for mental health prevention, treatment, and recovery services
• Increase awareness, knowledge, and skills of the mental health workforce
• Provide free, accessible training and technical assistance

Free Online Courses on Health-e-Knowledge!

https://healtheknowledge.org/
https://healtheknowledge.org/mod/page/view.php?id=13430


U
niversity of W

ashington SM
ART Center

MARI MEADOR
Implementation Coach
mmeador1@uw.edu

RAYANN SILVA
Training & Technical Assistance Coordinator
rsilva83@uw.edu

KRISTI GREENAWAY CIRIGNANO
District Coordinator
kgreen3@tacoma.k12.wa.us

mailto:rsilva83@uw.edu


• This presentation was prepared for the Northwest Mental Health Technology Transfer Center under 
a cooperative agreement from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA).

• All material appearing in this presentation, except that taken directly from copyrighted sources, 
is in the public domain and may be reproduced or copied without permission from SAMHSA or the 
authors. Citation of the source is appreciated. Do not reproduce or distribute this presentation for 
a fee without specific, written authorization from the Northwest MHTTC. This presentation will be 
recorded and posted on our website.

• At the time of this presentation, Miriam Delphin-Rittmon served as SAMHSA Assistant Secretary.
The opinions expressed herein are the views of the speakers, and do not reflect the official position 
of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), or SAMHSA. No official support or 
endorsement of DHHS, SAMHSA, for the opinions described in this presentation is intended or 
should be inferred.

• This work is supported by grant SM 081721 from the Department of Health and Human 
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.

DISCLAIMER



uwsmart@uw.edu

https://smartcenter.uw.edu/

@SMARTCtr

CONNECT WITH US | UW SMART CENTER
VIA OUR WEBSITE, EMAIL OR SOCIAL 

https://bit.ly/NWSMH

nwsmh@uw.edu

https://bit.ly/NWSMHsignup

@Northwestmhttc

@NorthwestMHTTC

CONNECT WITH US | NWMHTTC
VIA OUR WEBSITE, EMAIL OR SOCIAL 

mailto:uwsmart@uw.edu
https://smartcenter.uw.edu/
https://bit.ly/NWSMH
mailto:nwsmh@uw.edu
https://bit.ly/NWSMHsignup
https://www.facebook.com/Northwestmhttc/
https://twitter.com/northwestmhttc?lang=en

